
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 
 

RENDERINGS OF COMBINATIONS OF THE INFINITIVE ABSOLUTE 
AND FINITE VERBS IN THE SEPTUAGINT—THEIR NATURE AND 

DISTRIBUTION  

1. Background 
This study deals with the LXX equivalents of all occurrences of the 
infinitive absolute in the Hebrew Bible which are combined with finite 
verbal forms, denoted here as ‘infinitive absolute constructions.’ The 
translations of these constructions have been studied by Rieder (1884), 
Hauschild (1893),1 and Thackeray (1908),2 and are now examined in 
detail with the aid of the Göttingen editions and the CATSS database,3 
focusing on the distribution of the various types of renderings. The 
statistics in the charts are intended to be exhaustive, but the examples are 
not. 

The following constructions are used in the LXX for the infinitive 
absolute construction of the Hebrew. 

1. An exact Greek equivalent of the construction qatol qatalty, that is, a 
combination of an infinitive absolute and a finite verb, appears only in 
two verses in the LXX: 
Josh 17:13 /çyrwh al vrE/hw - ejxoleqreùsai de; aujtou;ı oujk ejxwlev- 
   qreusan 
                                                             

1 A. Rieder, “Quae ad syntaxin Hebraicam, qua infinitivus absolutus cum verbo finito 
eiusdem radicis coniungitur, planiorem faciendam ex lingua Graeca et Latina afferantur,” 
Programm des Königl. Friedrichsgymnasiums zu Gumbinnen (Gumbinnen 1884) 1–3; G.R. 
Hauschild, “Die Verbindung finiter und infiniter Verbalformen desselben Stammes,” 
Berichte des freien Deutschen Hochstiftes zu Frankfurt am Main NF 9,2 (1893) 99–126 (also 
published separately [Frankfurt am Main 1893]). Rieder, who also studied the infinitive 
absolute constructions in the Hebrew Bible (Leipzig 1872), treated its Greek renderings 
only briefly. Hauschild dealt more extensively with the Greek and Latin reflections of the 
infinitive absolute construction, together with the figura etymologica, focusing on the Greek 
and Latin language and not on translation technique. 

2 H.St.J. Thackeray, “Renderings of the Infinitive Absolute in the Septuagint,” JTS 9 
(1908) 597– 601; id., Grammar, 47– 50. 

3 See Tov, “Computerized Database.”* 
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Jer 44(51):25   hnyç[t hc[…w ≥≥≥ hnmyqt µyqh ≥≥≥ hç[n hc[… - poioùsai 
poihvsomen  ... ejmmeivnasai ejnemeivnate ... kai; poioùsai ejpoihvsate 

2. Of the various equivalents of the Hebrew construction,4 the 
rendering that probably comes closest to the implication of the Hebrew 
is that which takes the Hebrew as a strengthened expression of the finite 
verb, reflecting that idea by an adverb. Thus the traditional 
understanding of, e.g., Gen 15:13 [dt [doy… is ‘you shall surely know,’ and 
of Gen 40:15 ytbNGu bNOGu ‘I was indeed stolen.’ The adverb used in Greek 
may or may not be derived from the same root as the verb.5 
Gen 32:13 ˚m[ byfya bfyh - kalw`ı eu\ se poihvsw 
Exod 15:1 ha…G… haog… - ejndovxwı ga;r dedovxastai 
Num 22:17 ˚dbka dbk - ejntivmwı ga;r timhvsw se 
1 Sam 20:7 hrjy hroj… - sklhrẁı ajpokriqh̀/ 
This type of rendering is rare (see n. 5). The two main renderings used in 
the LXX are listed below as (3) and (4), occurring with differing 
frequencies in the various books. 

3. A frequently used type of translation renders the infinitive absolute 
construction with a finite verb together with a Greek noun, either in the 
dative or, less frequently, in the accusative case, in singular or (rarely) in 
plural. In this way the close relationship between the verbal forms qatol 
and qatalty is transferred to a close relationship between a Greek finite 
verb and a noun, usually cognate. Constructions such as these existed 
already in classical Greek (e.g. fugh̀/ feuvgw, gavmw/Égavmon gamevw). 
Gen 40:15 ytbNGu bNOGu - kloph̀/ ejklavphn 
Gen 43:3 d[ihe d[eh… - diamarturiva/ diamemartuvrhtai 
Exod 22:15 hnrhmy rhom… - fernh̀/ ferniei` aujthvn 
Exod 23:22 [mçt [æwOmv: - ajkoh̀/ ajkouvshte (frequently) 
Or in plural, for contextual reasons: 
Lev 19:20 htdpn al hDep]h…w - kai; ... luvtroiı ouj leluvtrwtai 
Lev 24:16 wmgry µwgr - livqoiı liqoboleivtw (also Exod 
19:13; 21:28) 
Num 23:25 wnbqt al bqo - katavraiı kataravsh/ ... aujtovn 
Likewise, with the accusative:6 
                                                             

4 For the use and meaning of the infinitive absolute constructions in biblical Hebrew, see 
Gesenius–Kautzsch, Grammar, 342–345; A.B. Davidson, Hebrew Syntax (3d ed.; Edinburgh 
1912) 116–120; see further earlier studies mentioned by Gesenius–Kautzsch. 

5 The full evidence, referred to in the chart, involves the following verses: Gen 32:13; 
37:33; 46:4; Exod 15:1, 21; Num 22:17; 1 Sam 20:7; Jer 25:30; Am 9:8; Prov 23:1, 24; 27:23. 

6 The full evidence, referred to in the chart, involves the following verses: Gen 19:9; 
50:15; Exod 21:22; 22:25; Lev 5:19; 7:24; Num 23:11; 27:7; Deut 14:22; 15:10, 14; Josh 24:10; 
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Exod 22:25 lbjt lboj… - ejnecuvrasma ejnecuravsh/ı 
Num 23:11 ˚rEb… tkrb - eujlovghkaı eujlogivan 
Num 27:7 ˆtt ˆton: - dovma dwvseiı 
Or with a preposition (only once): 
Lev 7:24(14) whlkat al lkoa…w - kai; eijı brw`sin ouj brwqhvsetai 
   (cf. the Greek context) 
Most renderings of this type use cognate nouns, as illustrated by the 
above examples. Sometimes this relation is expressed by a noun derived 
from a supplementary root, such as brw- and fag-: 
Gen 2:16 lkat lkoa… - brwvsei favgh/ 
Gen 3:4 ˆwtmt twm - qanavtw/ ajpoqanei`sqe 
In other cases cognate nouns differ slightly from the finite verb, 
representing compounds or related words.7 
Exod 19:13 lqsy lwqs - ejn ... livqoiı liqobolhqhvsetai 
Exod 21:20 µqny µqon: - divkh/ ejkdikhqhvtw 
Num 11:15 groh… an yngrh - ajpovkteinovn me ajnairevsei 
Num 35:26 axeyE axoy: - ejxovdw/ ejxevlqh/ 
1 Sam 12:25 w[rt [ærEh… - kakiva/ kakopoihvshte 

4. The other main type of rendering represents the close relation-ship 
between qatol and qatalty by a combination of the Greek participle and 
finite verb, probably as close as the translators could come within the 
possibilities of the Greek verbal system. In some cases a different 
vocalization of the Hebrew may be surmised, e.g. 
Gen 15:13 ginwvskwn gnwvsh/ possibly reflects [dt [ædEyO instead of [ædoy: 
 [dt   
Lev 10:16 zhtẁn ejxezhvthsen possibly reflects çrd çrEDo instead of 
 çrd çroD… 
However, in most cases no different vocalization should be assumed, 
since the consonantal pattern would be different. E.g., 
Gen 18:10 bwça bwç -    ejpanastrevfwn h{xw 
Gen 22:17 ˚krba ˚rEB: -    eujlogw`n eujloghvsw se 
Num 30:7 hyht /yh… -    genomevnh gevnhtai 
Therefore, the only explanation of these renderings is that the translators 
considered them an adequate representation of the Hebrew construction. 
                                                                                                                                        
Judg 20:43A; Isa 22:17; Jer 31:18; 48:2; 50:34; 51:56; Nah 3:13. Twice a different noun is used 
in the accusative: Gen 37:33; Jer 25:30. 

7 The full evidence, alluded to in the chart, refers to these verses: Exod 17:14; 18:18; 19:13 
(2 x); 21:28; 22:18,22; Num 11:15; 35:26. 
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This type of rendering was used for both active and passive verbal 
forms. Examples of the latter are:  
2 Sam 17:10 sM…yI sMehi - thkomevnh takhvsetai 
Jer 10:5 aWcN:yI awcn: - aijrovmena ajrqhvsontai 
Nah 3:13 wjtpn jwtp - ajnoigovmenai ajnoicqhvsontai 
In these constructions usually the cognate participle of the same root is 
used, as in the above examples. Sometimes the participle represents a 
supplementary root, such as leg- and eijp-: 
Gen 18:18 hyhy /yh… - ginovmenoı e[stai 
Judg 15:2 B ytrma rmoa: - levgwn ei\pa 
Joel 2:26 lwka µtlkaw - kai; favgesqe ejsqivonteı 
Sometimes8 a participle of a synonymous verb is used.9 
Gen 18:10 bwça bwç - ejpanastrevfwn h{xw 
Exod 21:5 rmay rmoa… - ajpokriqei;ı ei[ph/ 
Exod 22:22 q[xy q[ox: - kekravxanteı katabohvswsi 
Exod 23:4 wnbyçt bveh: - ajpostrevyaı ajpodwvseiı 
Lev 13:7 hçpt hcP: - metabaloùsa metapevsh/ 
Ps 109(108):10 w[wny [wnw - saleuovmenoi metanasthvtwsan 
At times a compositum is used. 
Lev 10:16 vræD: vroD: - zhtẁn ejxezhvthsen 
Num 12:14  qræy… qroy… - ptuvwn ejnevptusen 
A variant of this type of rendering uses forms of eijmi or givgnomai with 
adjectives. 
Exod 22:12 πrfy πrof… - qhriavlwton gevnhtai 
Num 22:38 lkwa lkyh - dunato;ı e[somai 
Isa 40:30 wlçky lwçk - ajnivscueı e[sontai 
                                                             

8 Thackeray’s remark (p. 599) ‘... where this is used in the Pentateuch an attempt is often 
made to render it more classical by varying the verb’ is imprecise (see the numbers in the 
chart). This applies also to Thackeray’s statement (ibid.) that this habit has been abandoned 
in the books of the Kingdoms, although the numbers are not large (1 Sam 2:16; 20:3; 2 Kgs 
14:10).  

9 In addition to the mentioned instances, see also Lev 14:48; Judg 16:11B; 1 Sam 2:16; 20:3; 
2 Kgs 14:10; Jer 37:9; Hab 2:3; Ps 118:13. 
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In these cases it seems as if the two Greek words together represent only 
one of the two Hebrew words, but the very use of two different Greek 
words reflects the translator’s wish to represent the two words of the 
Hebrew. 

Almost exclusively the participle of the present tense (active, passive, 
or medium) is used (see the above examples), and for exceptions see the 
aforementioned Exod 22:2; 23:4 as well as some other instances in which 
the translator stressed the past aspect expressed by the participle: 
1 Sam 14:28 [ybçh [æBev]hæ - oJrkivsaı w{rkisen 
1 Sam 14:43 ytm[f µ[of… - geusavmenoı ejgeusavmhn 

5. Yet a different way of expressing the infinitive absolute is the use of 
adjectives. This occurs very rarely in the LXX.10 
Num 13:30 lkwn lwky - dunatoi; dunhsovmeqa 
Amos 7:11 hlgy hloG… - aijcmavlwtoı ajcqhvsetai 

6. Combinations of qatol qatalty are often rendered by a Greek finite 
verb only, as if the translator gave up an attempt to find a suitable 
equivalent for the two words of the Hebrew. In some of these cases the 
translator may have known a shorter Vorlage, but in most cases different 
translation techniques must be presumed. The relatively large number of 
such renderings in Isaiah (see below) probably points in this direction.11 
Gen 27:30 ax…y: axoy: ˚a yhyw - kai; ejgevneto wJı ejxh̀lqen 
Gen 30:16 ˚ytrkç rkoc… yk - memivsqwmai gavr se 
Gen 43:7 [dn [wdyh - mh; h[/deimen 
Isa 24:20 [wnt [wn - e[kline 
Isa 56:3 ynlydby lDeb]hæ - ajforiei` me a[ra 

7. Translations which do not express the special meaning of the 
Hebrew construction are rare:12 
                                                             

10 The full evidence, referred to in the chart, involves the following verses: Gen 44:28; 
Num 13:30; Amos 7:11,17; Job 14:18 (sub ast.). 

11 The full evidence, referred to in the chart, involves the following verses: Gen 8:7; 20:7; 
24:5; 27:30; 30:16; 31:30; 43:7,20; Exod 2:19; 5:23; 12:9; 21:19,36; 22:2,4,5,11,13; 23:5; Lev 10:18; 
13:22; 20:13; 27:19; Num 21:2; 22:37; 24:11; Josh 6:13; 9:24; 23:12,13; Judg 11:25A,35A; 14:12A; 
1 Sam 2:30 (= 4QSama); 20:28; 23:22; 27:1; 2 Sam 3:24; 2 Kgs 5:11; Isa 10:16; 22:7; 24:20; 35:2; 
36:15; 50:2,2; 55:2; 56:3; 59:11; Jer 11:7,12; 22:4; 42:15; 49:12; Ezek 1:3; 25:12; 31:11; Am 3:5; 
Zech 8:21; Ps 50:21; Prov 23:5; Lam 3:20; Est 4:14. 

12 The full evidence, referred to in the chart, involves the following verses: Gen 26:11; 
Exod 22:3, 12; 34:7; Num 22:38; Josh 7:7; 17:13; 2 Kgs 3:23; Isa 40:30; Jer 44:25 (3 x); Ezek 
33:16; Hos 10:15; Job 13:5,10, 17; 21:2; Dan 11:10. 
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Gen 26:11 tmwy twm - qanavtw/ (qanavtou) e[nocoı e[stai. The almost 
universal LXX equivalent, qanavtw/ with a verb of killing or dying, also 
employed in Gen 2:17; 3:4, was not used here. 
Job 13:10  µkta jykwy jæk/h - oujqe;n h|tton ejlevgxei uJma`ı 
On the basis of the aforementioned techniques we can sometimes recon-
struct from the LXX infinitive absolute constructions not found in MT.13 
Gen 19:17 ˚çpn l[ flmh - swv/zwn sw`/ze th;n seautoù yuchvn  
   = ˚çpn l[ flmh flm? 
Num 30:6  aynh - ajnaneuvwn ajnaneuvsh/  
   = ayny aynh (thus SP) 
Jer 3:1 bwçyh - mh; ajnakavmptousa ajnakavmyei 
   = bwçy bwçh? 
Jer 31(38):33  ytrwt ta yttn - didou;ı dwvsw novmouı mou  
   = ytrwt ta yttn ˆtn  

2 

The distribution of the various types of renderings in the books of the 
LXX is indicated in the chart with the following abbreviations:  

1. Finite verb with participle 
 p finite verb with participle 
 pd idem, with different verb  
 pc idem, with compositum 
2. aj finite verb with adjective 
3. - finite verb only 
4. v varia 
5. Finite verb with noun 
 nd cognate noun in dative 
 ndd idem, different noun 
 na cognate noun in accusative 
 nad idem, different noun 
6. ad finite verb with adverb 

Notes to the chart: 
1. Hebrew infinitive absolutes reconstructed from the LXX are 

indicated in the chart as ‘(+1).’ 
2. The statistics apply only to instances recognized by the translators 

as infinitives absolutes, disregarding textual problems: 
                                                             

13 The full evidence, referred to in the chart, involves the following verses: Gen 19:17; 
47:22; Exod 11:9; 22:19; 23:22; Lev 24:21; Num 30:6; 35:21; Deut 13:16; 15:10; 1 Sam 2:25 2 x 
(= 4QSama); 2 Sam 20:18; 2 Kgs 11:15; Isa 19:22; Jer 3:1; 7:4; 22:24; 31:33; 32:28; 34:2. 
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Exod 21:19 apry aPoræw ˆty wtbç qr - plh;n th̀ı ajrgivaı aujtoù   
   ajpoteivsei kai; ta; ijatreiva 
Josh 7:7 ryb[h trb[h - diebivbasen oJ pai`ı sou (db[) 
Job 13:17 [wmç w[mvi - ajkouvsate ajkouvsate (w[mvi 
w[mvi?) 

3. Infinite absolute constructions lacking in the LXX (e.g., Josh 6:13) 
are not included in the chart. 

Book p14 pd pc aj — v nd na nad ndd ad 

Genesis 11(+1) 1 1 1 8 1 12(+1) 2 1  2 
Exodus 2 3   11 3 17(+2) 2  8 2 
Leviticus 5 2 1  4  23(+1) 2    
Numbers 4  2 1 3  11(+1) 2  1 1 
Deut 9(+1)      21(+2) 2(+1)    
Joshua 1    3 1  1    
Judges-A 9    3  10     
Judges-B 13 1    2 6     
1 Samuel 26(+2) 2   4  4   1 1 
2 Samuel 13(+1)    1  6     
1 Kings 11      4     
2 Kings 2(+1) 1   1 1 6(+1)     
Isaiah 2    10  9(+1) 1    
Jeremiah 25(+3) 1   5  12(+1) 4 1  (+1) 
Ezekiel 2    3 1 18     
Min Pr 12 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1  1 
Psalms 5 2   1  1     
Job    1  4 1     
Proverbs     1      3 
Lam 4    1       
Ruth       1     
Esther 1    1       
Canticles       1     
Neh       1     
1 Chron 4           
2 Chron 2           
Book p pd pc aj — v nd na nad ndd ad 

Daniel      1   1   
Sirach 1    1  2 1    
                                                             

14 This group includes supplementary forms, such as levgw and ei|pon. 
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Conclusions:  
1. The two main types of renderings use either cognate participles (p, 

pc) or nouns in the dative or accusative (nd, ndd, na, nad). Some books 
display a relatively large number of renderings reflecting only finite 
forms of the verb (-). 

2. Some books reflect a distinct preference for a certain construction. 
The following books prefer the noun constructions: Exodus, Leviticus, 
Numbers, Deuteronomy, Judges A, Ezekiel. The participle construction 
is preferred in Judges B, 1-2 Samuel, 1 Kings, Jeremiah, and the Minor 
Prophets. In other books the statistics are not conclusive. The one book in 
which the rendering by the finite verb only occurs frequently is Isaiah 
(see below). It is hard to know whether the distinction between the two 
major types of renderings is that between the early and late translation 
units. For example, in Genesis, probably the earliest translation, they are 
equally distributed. Likewise, it is difficult to know whether the different 
types of translation reflect a different approach towards the translation 
technique. Since the participle construction seems to be a more literal 
reflection of the Hebrew than the noun construction, it may have been 
more at home in literal translation units. This assumption fits the 
difference between the A and B manuscripts of Judges (see below), and 
probably also that of the other books, but for several books there is too 
little evidence. 

3. Greek passive verbal forms tend to be used together with the noun 
construction rather than with passive participles, probably because the 
translators found the use of the passive participle together with finite 
forms too complex. However, as the use of passive verbal forms is rather 
rare, it cannot be claimed that they determined the choice between one of 
the two major systems of representation.15 

4. The statistics should be analyzed cautiously and cannot be taken at 
face value. Contents must be taken into consideration, especially in 
books containing a relatively large number of identical renderings. Thus 
in 2 Kings containing 6 instances of the noun construction as against 3 of 
the participle construction nevertheless the latter is more frequent, since 
all instances of the former pertain to renderings of twmt twm, et sim., and 
hyjt hyj. These two Hebrew constructions constitute also the majority 
(12) of the 18 noun constructions in Ezekiel.  
                                                             

15 Thackeray’s statement (Grammar, 598) that ‘the construction with the noun is always 
used in the Pent. where the verb is in the passive’ is indeed correct for the Pentateuch, but 
not for the other books (see, e.g., 1 Sam 2:27; 2 Sam 17:11; Jer 3:1; Am 5:5; Ps 118:13). 
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5. Translators did not distinguish between the translation of phrases 
of the type qatol qatalty and the reverse sequence qatalty qatol. 

6. The A text of Judges, preferring the noun construction, differs from 
the B text, otherwise known to be more literal, preferring the participle 
construction, E.g., 

Judg 7:19 wmyqh µqh A ejgevrsei h[geiren 
  B ejgeivronteı h[geiran 

Judg 11:30 ˜̂tt ˆ˜wtn A paradwvsei paradw`/ı 
  B didou;ı dw/`ı 

Judg 17:3 ytçdqh çdqh A aJgiasmw`/ hJgivasa 
  B aJgiavzousa hJgivaka 

7. Only Exodus and Isaiah contain a significant number of finite forms 
rendering the two-word phrase. These should be considered free 
translation options. The only other conglomeration of unusual trans-
lation options is in Job, which contains more unconventional than 
conventional renderings. This, too, indicates a free approach to the 
translation. 

Content analysis: 
1. Since Greek has no exact equivalent for the infinitive absolute 

construction, different translation options developed, of which two have 
become firmly established. The first translators probably established 
certain translation habits, while later translators learned from earlier 
ones. In this regard one should note the distribution in Genesis in which 
the two main constructions are used in an equally large number of 
instances, while in the next books of the Torah the noun construction 
prevails. Probably the translator of Genesis was still searching for the 
right type of rendering for the Hebrew construction.  

2. Every translation unit contains exceptions to the majority 
rendering, although it is unclear under what conditions the majority 
rendering was abandoned. One possible explanation for such exceptions 
in the Torah would be that the participle construction was used when no 
appropriate cognate or other noun was found. This explanation would 
apply to such verbs as awb and hyh, but not for laç, ˜tn, [dy, etc. For the 
Torah and the other books the main reason for the different translation 
habits appears to be inconsistency. 

3. A different explanation pertains to translation units which prefer 
the participle construction and in which noun constructions are often 
found. Since the noun constructions are preferred in four of the books of 
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the Torah, it seems that the translational tradition was often 
instrumental, especially for a few frequently occurring expressions. This 
applies especially to the noun constructions rendering twmt twm et sim. 
(46 x in the Bible; no exceptions), and hyjt hyj, et sim. (6 times in the 
Bible; no exceptions), as visible in 2 Kings, Ezekiel and 1 Samuel. In 1 
Samuel the noun construction forms the minority rendering (five 
instances, four of which pertain to twmt twm: 14:39,44; 22:16). Likewise, 
throughout the LXX there is considerable consistency concerning the 
rendering of [moç yt[mç, etc. (ajkoh̀/ ajkouvw, et sim.). 

4. At the same time, one often encounters internal inconsistency 
within one verse, context, or translation unit, such as in: 
Lev 13:7 hçpt hcP… - metabaloùsa metapevsh/ 
Lev 13:27 hçpt hcP… - diacuvsei diacevhtai 
Lev 13:35 hçpy hcP… - diacuvsei diacevhtai 
Judg 11:25  bwrh ≥≥≥ hta bwf bwfh - mh; kreivsswn ei\ su; ... mh; mavch/  
 µjln µjol]nI µa ≥≥≥ br - ejmacevsato ... h] polemw`n 
   ejpolevmhsen 
In the same chapters of Jeremiah combinations of the infinitive absolute 
with finite forms of ˆtn are rendered both with a noun (32:4; 34:2 [not in 
MT]) and a participle (31:33 [not in MT]; 32:28 [not in MT]; 38:3). 

5. Infinitive absolute constructions involving a specific Hebrew root 
are rendered differently in the LXX as a whole as well as within 
individual translation units. This fact underlines our contention that the 
preferences of the translators were more instrumental in determining the 
different renderings than anything else. Thus combinations with [dy are 
rendered with a noun in the dative (Jer 40:14), a participle (Gen 15:13; 1 
Sam 20:3,9; 28:1; 1 Kgs 2:37,42; Jer 26:15; 42:19), an adverb (Prov 27:23) 
and with a finite verb only (Gen 43:7; Josh 23:13). Combinations with ˆtn 
are rendered with a noun in the dative (Gen 47:22; Judg 11:30; Jer 32:4; 
34:2) or the accusative (Num 27:7), a participle (Deut 15:10; Judg 8:25; 2 
Sam 5:19; Jer 31:33; 32:28; 38:3) or with a finite verb only (Num 21:2). The 
consistently rendered occurrences of a few combinations, such as 
mentioned in remark 3, are the exception rather than the rule. 


